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TRC Approach

Compliance with the NERC CIP standards 
requires Electric Utilities to focus on the 
cyber and physical security protection of 
critical assets, to identify and mitigate 
newly emerging threats, to stay abreast of 
advancing technologies, and to maintain 
strict adherence to the procedures and 
documentation that demonstrate their 
organization’s security awareness. The 
TRC Security Services team has extensive 
experience helping utilities create and 
maintain the required processes and 
documentation, identify and document 
critical cyber assets and physical/electronic 
security perimeters, assess critical 
infrastructure facilities and networks, 
develop threat and vulnerability assessment 
reports and mitigation plans, perform mock 
audits, and develop or support training and 
awareness programs. Beginning with our 
participation in the development of the NERC 
CIP standards, TRC has been and to this day 
remains deeply involved in CIP compliance 
requirements and support.

Our Security Services team plays an 
integral part in the ongoing maintenance 
of our Utility clients’ risk-based cyber and 
physical security programs.

TRC Services

With more than 40 NERC Standards 
experts throughout its organization, TRC has 
supported the Cyber and Physical Security 
requirements of our Utility clients for over 
30 years. Our NERC CIP Program-Based 
Approach focuses on planning, assessments, 
and audit support that balance compliance 
and security with meeting regulatory 
requirements and achieving operational 
goals. Our Security Services team provides 
a full range of security services, including all 
manner of compliance support, threat and 
vulnerability assessments, existing facility 
network documentation, network design, 
security system design, and deployment, 
integration, testing, commissioning, and 
operations support.

EXPERTISE

 ◾ Impact Rating Assessment
 ◾CIP-014 Assessments
 ◾Vulnerability Assessment
 ◾Program Development
 ◾ESP/PSP Documentation and 
Assessment
 ◾Ports & Services Identification and 
Documentation

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS

 ◾Eversource Energy
 ◾Avangrid
 ◾PSEG
 ◾PG&E
 ◾AEP

Due to our clients’ security needs TRC 
can only discuss generalities of prior work.

For more information contact: Bill Hawk, National Practice Lead – Security Services
512.684.3181, bhawk@trcsolutions.com

NERC CIP
TRC Security Services provide expert support for NERC CIP-02 through 11 Cyber and CIP-014 Physical 
Security standards, including CIP-013 Supply Chain Risk Management, for any size Utility.
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Why TRC:

We excel in constructing creative options to find the optimal solution for our clients. 

We are dedicated to helping our clients reach their ultimate goals.

Our comprehensive portfolio of services lets us deliver end-to-end solutions that meet your needs. 

About TRC

A pioneer in groundbreaking scientific and 
engineering developments since the 1960s, 
TRC is a national engineering, environmental 
consulting and construction management 
firm that brings an integrated approach to  
the issues facing the power, oil and gas,  
environmental and infrastructure markets.

With over 4,000 technical professionals  
and support personnel at more than 120 
offices throughout the U.S., we serve a 
broad range of commercial, industrial and 
government clients. Our multidisciplinary 
teams implement complex projects 
successfully and cost effectively—from initial 
concept, through permitting, engineering,  
and construction. And our nationwide 
network of offices is a crucial asset for 

understanding the local sensitivities and 
regional needs that are integral to project 
success.

At TRC, we not only understand your goals, 
we embrace them as our own—and we take 
responsibility for reaching them. We deliver 
results that enable you to succeed in a 
complex and changing world.
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